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Finance
The sector is likely to continue to feel financial pressure as quasi-market funding 
arrangements replace more traditional funding contracts. These arrangements are 
exemplified by the NDIS, where funding is provided via a price list and which is paid in 
arrears.
These funding arrangements have been established with the expectation that greater 
choice and control will be enjoyed by service users. However, providers face a combination 
of challenges: 
1. the often inappropriate pricing (i.e. not based on comprehensive cost of service 

delivery); 
2. the cost of doing business in the new environment (as increased individual choice and 

control, while an important goal, is axiomatically more costly to operate); 
3. delays and poor contracting by government procurers further increase those costs; 

and 
4. the generally poor financial condition of many service providers (which resulted from 

previous government funding policies). 
Together, these challenges have meant that organisations are increasingly at risk of 
financial failure. They do not necessarily have the capacity to invest effectively for change 
nor operate services under new funding arrangements.



Finance …
Governments are also impacting this area as they are not investing in 
their staff and capacity in order to support the range of new policies 
that result in the above outcomes. 
Nor are governments investing in industry change for effective 
transition into new funding arrangements in order to ensure: 
(1) the community’s asset—this important, knowledgeable and 

experienced sector—is husbanded effectively; and 
(2) to help to ensure the service user is able to be placed front and 

centre. 
There is also a need for governments’ policy makers to recognise the 
financial impact of policy change and ensure adequate arrangements 
are in place where the sector does fail as a result of poor, short-term 
financial funding and policy decisions.



Governance 
• The role of the board and the importance of effective support being 

provided to the CEO of an organisation together with the development of a 
fit-for-purpose governance structure are gaining in importance as 
organisations come under increasing pressure in terms of finance and 
demand. 

• The traditional process of structuring your board using a portfolio approach 
and recruiting people with strong discipline backgrounds but often very 
limited industry knowledge is now likely to be doing a disservice to many 
organisations. 

• It is critical that organisations start investing in their boards in order to 
raise all board members to an appropriate level of understanding of all 
elements of governance. Crucially, this includes an area of governance 
where there is likely to be limited capacity on many existing boards—that 
of clinical governance.
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Governance … 
Clinical governance relates to the oversight of clinical activities related to 
clients and ought to be designed to ensure that clients are not placed in 
danger or experience a reduction in clinical outcomes. This is not a ‘nice-to-
have’ governance element but an extremely important area where directors 
must be in a position to make decisions relating to appropriate care levels, 
reporting arrangements and ensure there are sufficient resources in place to 
support this area—regardless of the price being offered by funders.
As such, directors and committee members must consider this area and be 
sufficiently knowledgeable in terms of clinical governance as it applies to 
their organisation so that they are not tempted to over compensate for poor 
pricing by cutting services to the extent that clinical governance outcomes 
are not achieved in order to meet a price. Sometimes, it is better to consider 
whether or not the price is sufficient to provide a clinically adequate service 
and, based on that determination, whether or not your organisation should 
continue in that service area. Of course, such decisions are not easy but, 
equally, inadvertently harming people or reducing their clinical outcomes is 
also not good.



Advocacy
In Australia the role of charities and Not-for-profits in advocacy—
especially in relation to consumer advocacy, service design and delivery 
and demand assessment—has been and continues to be an important 
one. Government has increasingly outsourced its policy delivery areas 
to the sector and, as a result, is gradually losing its connection with the 
service delivery front line. Late-entry commercial organisations often 
do not have the experience or knowledge that the Not-for-profit and 
charitable sector has.
As such, the sector needs to be very clear and consistent in its 
approach to advocating regarding service design, resourcing, demand 
and supply. Sector peaks do a remarkable job in advocating and drive 
the communication of many areas of concern to governments and to 
the broader community. However, they cannot do it all.



Advocacy …
Often, individual organisations are better placed to comment on specifics, 
drive their own agenda and add to the voice so that the messages are not 
only heard but acted upon. Therefore, as financial impacts become more 
stringent and resourcing becomes scarcer, individual sector organisations 
need to consider their advocacy activities at a systemic level and at an 
individual client level. Policies should be considered in relation to the 
governance of these activities and particularly in order for your organisation 
not to transgress the limitations regarding having political advocacy as a 
purpose if your organisation is a registered charity.
Finally, the sector needs to start using a set of words that describe the real 
situation for many unengaged but supportive people in the community. 
Using terms such as “service quality” when we mean “service clinical 
appropriateness” is a good example of where the message gets lost in the 
translation. As such, determining what needs to be communicated and doing 
it in a way that says what you mean is important.



Thank you to WACOSS for giving me an opportunity to participate in 
this important event.
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CONTEXT
• Signs the economy is deteriorating nationally
• Political instability
• Tax reform is on the agenda
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BATTLEGROUND WA
• 53.6% Pearce – Minister Christian Porter (LIB)
• 52.1% Hasluck - Minister Ken Wyatt (LIB)
• 53.6% Swan – Assistant Minister Steve Irons (LIB)

• 50.7% Cowan – Anne Aly (ALP)
• 53.3% Perth – Patrick Gorman (ALP)
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WA Marginal Seat polling – CGM Research
Conducted between 7-11 March 2019

Poll of 646 voters in WA across the Liberal-held electorates of Hasluck, Swan and Pearce, as well as Labors two most marginal 
seats, Cowan and Perth. 
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WA Marginal Seat polling – CGM Research
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WA Marginal Seat polling – CGM Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contested seats hereGiven this context, I’ll focus my talk on the ALP policies and people
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What’s the likelihood of 
a new federal government?
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FEDERAL SHADOW CABINET

Shadow Minister for Finance Jim Chalmers, Deputy Opposition Leader Tanya Plibersek, Opposition Leader Bill Shorten, 
Leader of the Opposition in the Senate Penny Wong and Shadow Treasurer Chris Bowen
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LindA Burney
Shadow Minister for Families and Social Services

• First Aboriginal person elected to NSW parliament in 
2003 and the First Aboriginal woman to be elected to 
Australian House of Representatives in 2016

• Personal interest in FDV, mental health and addiction
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Other players

Senator Jenny McAllister
Shadow Assistant Minister for 
Families and Communities

Ed Husic MP
Shadow Minister for 
Human Services

Senator Carol Brown
Shadow Minister for Disability 
and Carers
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From left to right: Steed Farrell (CGM), Madeline King (Brand), 
Matt Keogh (Burt), Anne Aly (Cowan), Patrick Gorman (Perth), 
Emma Gibbens (CGM)

WA LABOR CAUCUS

From left to right: Josh Wilson (Fremantle), Senator Glenn Sterle, Matt 
Keogh, Anne Aly, Senator Sue Lines, Madeline King, Tim Hammond 
(former member for Perth) 
Senator Louise Pratt, Senator Patrick Dodson
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CONSUMER-LED ADVOCACY
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Community Engagement in Advocacy

• Educate the community
• Empower and motivate community members to participate
• Use clear and consistent messaging
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Recommendations
• Build relationships that are productive and provide mutual 

support
• Identify win-win scenarios that are free and low cost for the 

government 
• Own your level of engagement to date, and start where 

appropriate
• Expand advocacy beyond the political level by educating and 

motivating the community to participate



THANK YOU



Kellie Caught
Senior Policy Advisor

Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS)
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 What is Climate Change?

 What are the CC impacts in WA

 Adaptation and resilience

 Transition to clean economy and energy

 Parties Climate Change Policies

 ACOSS key election messages

Content



What is global warming and climate change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greenhouse effectWhat's responsible:-    Burning coal, oil and gasAgriculture, methane from cows and nitrogens from fertilisersDeforestationAs the globe warms more energy is put into our system changing the climate



 Ice cap melt and glacier retreat

 Sea level rise

 Acidification of oceans

 Increase in number and intensity of extreme weather events, drought, fires, floods, heat waves, storms

 Changes to ecosystems, plants and animals

 Correlation in ice core date between GHG and temperature

Evidence of global warming and climate change
“The evidence about the effects of climate change is incontrovertible, and the 
moral case for urgent action indisputable”

Mary Robinson, former UN commissioner for Human Rights



Western Australia, particularly the south-west, is vulnerable to climate change.

 There has been a marked drying trend in south-west of WA which is set to 
continue and will contribute to increase fires, pressure on urban water supplies, 
agriculture and biodiversity.

 Likely to see increase in the frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall and intensity 
of cyclones in the North of the State effecting mining and townships.

 Sea levels along the west coats have been rising at more than double the global 
average. This will impact on significant parts of WA population living along the 
coast, homes, infrastructure and iconic beaches.

 Likely to see increase bleaching to Ningaloo reef, which will impact biodiversity and 
tourism.

Warmer ocean temperatures and acidification is impacting on marine life and 
fisheries.

More heatwaves which will impact on peoples health and wellbeing.

Climate Change Impacts in WA



 Temperatures have risen by 1 degree Celsius since the industrial revolution.

 We have locked in a temperature rise of at least 1.5 degrees and most likely 2 degrees.

 The Climate change impacts we are seeing today will accelerate, as more energy is put into our 
weather system.

 Climate change hits people living on low-incomes or experiencing disadvantage first and hardest. 

 They have the fewest protections from climate change impacts and live in the most affected 
places. 

 More likely to be:
 In inefficient or poorly resilient homes
 Susceptible to heatwaves – elderly people, people with medical conditions or disabilities
 Socially isolated with less support in extreme event
 Less likely to be insured to recover 

 People with fewer resources and capabilities have less money, choice, power and social 
connections to cope, adapt or recover. 

 Community sector plays a critical role in supporting vulnerable people before, during and after 
extreme weather events, but are themselves not resilient.

 25% of community sector orgs think they would close for good after an extreme weather event. 

 Lack of resources, capacity and engagement are key barriers

 Failing to halt climate change will cause greater poverty and inequality in the future.

Adaptation and resilience critical



Fund production of an Australian social vulnerability map to enable 
development of local climate change adaptation and resilience plans; 

support communities to develop local climate change adaptation and 
resilience plans; and 

strengthen individual and local communities’ capacity to better adapt and 
become resilient to local climate change factors.

Establish a program to support community sector organisations to adapt to 
climate change, be better prepared for emergencies and disasters, improve 
resilience of their clients, and ensure continuity of care for vulnerable 
people.

Key Adaptation Policies



 Australia must act to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees in line with Paris 
Agreement.

 Based on the available evidence, this means reducing our net domestic emissions to 
zero before 2050 and by at least 45% on 2005 levels by 2030. 

 Based on the available evidence, delaying action now will require faster, more 
expensive and more disruptive change in the future, while heightening risks of more 
dangerous climate change.

 Our energy system has the greatest capacity to reduce emissions rapidly using 
current technology, and must be prioritised for fast, early emissions reductions.

AND

 Australia’s response to climate change should support a more just, inclusive, 
equitable and sustainable nation.

 People who experience poverty and disadvantage are also worse off if the transition 
to a clean economy is poorly managed and inequitable, because they pay 
disproportionately more of their incomes on essential services and have less choice 
and control to reduce costs.

Transition to clean economy and energy
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Vulnerable people worse off under poor transition

Particularly vulnerable – People on Newstart, Single Parent households, Households 
where someone is living with a disability or health issue; Single parent households; 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islanders; Migrants and Refugees; Pensioners; Working poor; 
renters and housing stressed.



 3 million people live below poverty line, many more face energy poverty, and are at risk of being 
left behind.

 People on lowest income spend 6.4% of their income on energy (up from 5.9% decade ago), 
where as people on high income spend 1.4%.

 People on Newstart worst off

Capacity to Pay



 The biggest factors that contribute to the size of the bill is:
 Retail offers
 Ability to produce and mange energy (energy efficiency, solar and battery, demand management)

Energy Efficiency

 95% of existing housing stock has poor energy efficiency rating. Houses are hot in summer and cold in 
winter, driving up energy bills and creating poor health outcomes.

 People on low-incomes cannot afford to invest in energy efficiency upgrades

 Renters have no choice

 ACOSS and BSL research found one of invest of $5,000 could have ongoing annual savings of $929.

Distributive Energy

 The shift to a decentralised distributive clean energy system can create efficiency and create opportunities and 
benefits for consumers

 More than 1.8 million households have installed rooftop solar, 

 The CSIRO and ENAs Roadmap argued up to 66% of households will generate some energy by 2050.This 
will save the average household $414.00 a year. Everyone benefits.

 BUT households without solar and batteries will be worse off than those with.  

 Without targeted and systematic policies shift to decentralised distributive energy could become new poverty 
divide.

Size of the Bill 



+ Some no brainers
• Invest in energy efficiency & clean energy for community housing 
• Introduce mandatory energy efficiency standards for rental properties and phase in 

rooftop solar
• Federal, state, local councils work cooperatively together to co-fund ongoing

programs for low-income and disadvantage households to provide access to energy-
efficient knowledge, products & solar PV. 

• Prioritise Invest in clean energy for remote indigenous communities
• Pilot new technologies with low-income and disadvantaged households.

+ Funding should not come from electricity bills.

+ We will also need a dedicated process to lead the design, development and 
implementation of policies, programs and systematic reforms to ensure ongoing access to 
clean energy for ALL.

Invest in Low-income Households First



 Coalition – Emissions Reduction Target 26% by 2030. No long-term target. Use Credits carried 
over from exceeding our Kyoto commitments. Top funding to the Emissions Reduction Fund, 
which pays polluters not to pollute. Continue weak cap on pollution for large emitters. 
Underwrite investment in new energy, like snowy hydro, Tas interconnector and other 
projects. Default Market offer for retail prices.

 Labor – Emissions Reduction Target 45% by 2030 and net zero by 2050. Independent body to 
assist ALP meet targets. National Energy Guarantee in electricity. Extend and tighten Coalitions 
Emission Caps for industrial users. Trading scheme between industrial users and agriculture. 
Intervene in State Land clearing policies. Just transition Authority for workers and 
communities. Solar and Battery rebates for households earning up to $180k. Not enough on 
energy efficiency Vehicle emissions and electric vehicle targets. Invest in new hydrogen 
industry. No policy on coal exports. Rule out using Kyoto credits.

 Greens – 100% renewables in energy by 2030 (noting WA will still have some coal post 2030), 
net zero before 2050. Transition body to coordinate phase out of coal, invest in clean energy 
and worker transition. Carbon price, restore and extend the RET. Gov owned retailer plus price 
regulation. Investment including for low-income households in solar and batteries. Fund for 
Community renewables.. Not enough on energy efficiency. Vehicle emissions target. Invest in 
new hydrogen industry. No new coal, oil and gas mining and phase out coal exports by 2030. 
Land sector policy similar to ALP. Rule out Kyoto credits.

Major Parties Climate Change Policies



ACOSS Federal Election Key Priorities

We need government to 
reduce poverty and 
inequality in our society so 
that everyone can live a 
fulfilling life

https://www.acoss.org.au/
2019-federal-election/



Thank you

Contact
• Kellie Caught
• Email: kellie@acoss.org.au
• Mobile: 0406383277

mailto:kellie@acoss.org.au


Chris Twomey
Leader Policy Development & Research

Western Australian Council of Social Service

#WACOSSEI2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TENTH ANNIVERSAY – started by Sue Ash & Irina Cattalini in 2009An environmental scan of emerging issues affecting community services in WA and the citizens they support.Information & analysis to assist the strategic thinking, planning and leadership of the community service sector.It supports the service and strategic planning of CEOs and Boards …. andProvides an opportunity for sector leaders to come together and think proactively about the big picture, share their insights about how the world is changing, and develop our common resolve about how to make our community a better place. [for WACOSS – a focus on our vision – an inclusive, just and equitable society – helps us test how we’re travelling and plan where we will focus our thinking and efforts in coming months and years]



The Federal Election

• A “living wage” … and liveable income support

• Gender discrimination in punitive welfare

• Who regulates the regulators?

• Housing as critical public infrastructure

• Good economic managers..? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Federal election has been framed by Bill Shorten and the ACTU as “a referendum on wages” …Your typical working family is now very aware that wage growth has stayed flat while their cost of living has risen – in spite of low unemployment and productivity growth …Shorten has promised “a living wage” – which is something WACOSS has advocated and supporting in our work on the State Wage CaseLet me quickly run through some slides to explain our wage stagnation problem – then explain why we need to consider the settings of our minimum wage, income support and social security safety net together …
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Understanding Australia’s Wage Crisis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the picture you’ll recall from our Cost of Living report showing WA incomes since 2006 …Average weekly earnings is the dark line at the top – you can see fairly steady growth, well ahead of rising living costsThe state minimum wage is in the middle – rising quite slowly, with an increasing gap …Newstart is at the bottom – the rate has been flat for over a decade. Well below the poverty line … and well behind what’s needed for a basic standard of livingSo low that it is universally recognised as a barrier to seeking employment.Look at the size of that gap between $709 per week to live on … versus only $273



WA Average Weekly Ordinary Time Earnings By Gender
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the gender pay gap in WA – a difference in average weekly earnings of $422In 2018 women are on average receiving over 22% less for their labour…Women are over-represented in low pay and minimum wage work… 



Year over year growth in Wage Price Index Australia
& Year over year growth Average Weekly Earnings.

Source: The Wages Crisis in Australia 2018 U Adelaide Press

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what has happened to wage growth over the last two decadesWPI Australia and AWE since 2000 [ I’m comparing two different sources because each has its weaknesses…WPI seeks to show how the same jobs have changed over time (like a basket of goods) … and tends to be focused on male dominated roles that are declining ..



Year over year growth Enterprise Bargaining Agreements
& Labour productivity vs real wages 2000 - 2018.

Source: The Wages Crisis in Australia 2018 U Adelaide Press

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left you can see what has happened with EBAs – a very clear indication of declining bargaining power … despite the growth in productivity and in the health of our economy 



Profits & Dividends

Source: ABS, Commsec

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meanwhile profits have been souring – particularly in the resource industry…But the vast majority of those profits have been going to shareholders, not workers – most of them overseas



Industrial disputes – all industries

Source: ABS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the legacy of the Hawke/Keating era changes to industrial relations…. (With the Howard era Work Choices changes on top of them…)



International – Labour productivity vs Bargaining coverage

Source: OECD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows clearly this is an international trend … but Australia (in red) is ahead of the curve … Productivity up – bargaining power down…. And the result -



International – Labour productivity vs Inequality

Source: OECD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… is growing inequality.Red – 50/10 ratio, blue 90/50 ratio, green 90/10 ratioWhat this shows is all the growth in wealth is occurring in the top 10%The benefits of productivity growth are all being captured by capital, not by labour



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So – back to the living wage… University of Melbourne labour market economist Professor Mark Wooden told the recent Melbourne Economic Forum on Poverty that Newstart was nowhere near the minimum wage … yet both major parties have been silent on the topic He named this “The Sally Effect” "Sally McManus has been very, very effective. Unfortunately ACOSS and VCOSS haven't been as effective as Sally has." The ACTU's proposal to raise the minimum wage 11 per cent over two years to a "living wage" would likely result in a 4 per cent minimum wage hike this year…OUR CONCERN is that lifting the minimum wage alone will not solve our biggest inequality problem - those on Newstart living below the poverty line and falling further behind… AND it won’t change the underlying causes of wage stagnation … underemployment, insecure work and uncertain hours … Myth busting our ‘high’ minimum wage.The business lobby complains that Australia has one of the highest minimum wages in the world – but this is a misleading. While it is high in dollar terms, this doesn’t take into account Australia’s high cost of living. For the last few decades, Australia’s minimum wage has fallen relative to overall wages, while the cost of living has grown. When you look at the ratio of minimum to median wages (a measure of inequality), Australia is below France, Israel, Portugal, New Zealand and Turkey. -- We are facing a Federal election with a real prospect of a shift of power to a Shorten Labour government.Our sector are hopeful this will see a winding back of the economic rationalism and punitive social policy …But –Weren’t we here before in 2007? …. Have we gone back to the future..? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
[[We are facing a Federal election with a real prospect of a shift of power to a Shorten Labour government.A lot in our sector are hopeful that this will see a winding back of the economic rationalism and corporatization of policy…But – have we gone back to the future..? Weren’t we here before in 2007?]]We face a once in a decade shift to a (slightly) more progressive government …As we’ve seen here in WA, once in power new Governments can be reluctant to spend money on anything that isn’t a firm election commitment.In the lead up to the 2007 election our sector was discouraged from campaigning hard on welfare reform and raising the rate of Newstart – as part of Rudd’s ‘small target’ strategy they sought to reduce points of difference on social issues – like refugee policy, welfare to work and the Northern Territory intervention.So, then what happened? >>



Child poverty far more prevalent for single parents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They doubled down on Welfare to Work and ’mutual obligation’ policies.Jenny Macklin extended the Welfare to Work provisions that saw single mothers moved from Single Parent Pension to Newstart when their eldest child reached school age – putting another 80,000 single mums and their kids below the poverty line…They also continued and extended the NT intervention and extended income management to other communities…This graph shows the dramatic rise in child poverty in single parent households from that point 
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Sole Parents on PPS vs Newstart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we refer to as the Macklin Effect…You can see John Howard’s introduction of Welfare to Work in 2006… only applying to new applicantsThen the decision by the Gillard Govt. to extend it to ALL families in 2013This leads to a dramatic increase in the number of children in single parent households living in poverty.



Gender discrimination in punitive welfare

• Welfare to Work & single parents

• Parent Next & Targeted Compliance Framework

• Robo-Debt & Cashless Debit Card ‘trials’

• Transitions in a 21st Century welfare system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the current social security reform agenda .. 			[TIME CHECK]We’ve seen a strong cultural shift in attitudes to gender equity and fairness. Family violence is now a recognised priority, we are seeing increased reporting and action on the gender pay gap, and a strong community reaction in support of the me too movement…It feels like we are seeing another generational shift in attitudes – just like the marriage equality debateHowever – the big blind-spot is the over-representation of women in poverty and the appalling treatment of women, particularly single mothers, within our welfare system…  (welfare to work, Parent Next, cashless debit card, childcare access …)Sometimes referred to as the “Feminization of poverty” … but that can be misleading “While we now condemn blatant discrimination against women in our laws, many of the attitudes that allowed such discrimination to exist strongly persist in our social policy.  Single mothers are being forced into a compulsory parenting program, being expected to comply with outlandish demands, and are pressured into signing privacy waivers.  Women don't have equality when Government programs disproportionally hurt them and undermine their autonomy… forcing them into poverty” [Rachel Siewert IWD statement]RECOMMEND – a focus on gender discrimination in welfare … and the plight of children growing up in povertyA Fair Pay and Entitlements Commission – that takes an evidence and principle-based approach to setting both minimum wages and income support payment levels and conditions … in line with living costs and community standards..Look at the way Jacinda Ardern is addressing children in poverty in NZ 



One of these things is not like the others…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those with kids will remember this game from Sesame StreetScott, Bill and Jacinda … one of these leaders is not like the others…We could do this … if we started doing politics differently – with compassion and a focus on the good of the community



The State of the State …

• Machinery of Government reform stocktake

• WA Labor Supporting Communities policy

• Service Priority Review implementation 

• Whatever happened to Partnership?

• The health of the sector …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now – on to STATE issuesJust over two years in from the last State election, its time to take stock on how the big state reform commitments are tracking…… and look back on the issues and concerns we raised back then..  about the capacity to deliver significant public sector reform and better community outcomes in an austerity budget.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Fly in train from right ] … but this time there is the Jules Verne train >>



2017 - Key Election Promises for the Sector …
• Deliver an agreed framework to measure outcomes across community services 

• Produce a biennial Our Communities Report

• Work with the sector to breakdown barriers between government and stakeholders

• Streamline procurement processes and cut red tape for the community sector

• Improve funding security and trial collaborative funding models

• Legislative reforms on family and domestic violence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we had to say 2 years ago about the incoming government’s reform commitments… [WA Labor Our Communities Platform] [EDIT](in 2017 we said)“When it comes to whole of Government reforms - the thing we care about is how they produce better outcomes for disadvantaged and vulnerable communities…    There is an opportunity to address the cross-government barriers we’ve seen to place-based service integration …  We need to have greater cross-government accountability direct to Parliament and the community to deliver reform outcomes.SO – where are we now?The outcomes framework is underway (WACOSS has been helping to lead that work)We’ve got a Minister for family & domestic violence – and changes to the RTA…BUT we have yet to see any red tape reduction measures …or trials of collaborative funding models…Funding security has gone from bad to worse – another series of contract roll-overs with no allowance for the ERO or change to renegotiate the rising cost of service delivery… [this was the biggest story in our sector consultations last year]…and arguably we are seeing a whole set of new barriers between government and stakeholders arising from the MoG reforms …   (which I’ll come to).AND we have yet to see our first biennial Our Communities report 2 years in..IN 2017 we recommended “… the Our Communities Report should be an open, three-way collaboration – synthesising reporting from Govt. Departments, Sector Peaks and independent research institutions.  This biennial report can become a driver for whole of government outcomes and community engagement  ….  by ensuring the outcome framework that drives its reporting is clearly aligned with reform priorities … Agreeing the right outcomes will be critical – we recommend the sector needs to be a partner in their development, measurement and evaluation (as do our best and brightest researchers). The outcomes need to be evidence-based and at an appropriate level. “ Concerningly, what we’ve heard through the Supporting Communities Forum is that no resources were dedicated to that election commitment, hence there is no capacity to do the work that’s needed to make it happen …. And the suggestion is that it will become a ‘dialog’ rather than a a cross-government, cross-sector cross-community report…Our hope was that it could drive whole of government outcomes – by requiring agencies and programs to report against the same outcome measures across government. It will do nothing if it becomes a PR exercise that cherry-picks a few good stories … or simply re-frames and re-presents the outputs of current programs and reports in a slightly different format…Done well it would create an opportunity to engage with the community to identify meaningful community priorities – set whole-of-government targets and outcomes measures … then drive collaboration across agencies and programs to deliver real community outcomes.  (We are seeing this in New Zealand with their approach to child wellbeing.)



2017 - Whole of Government Reform

Key reform drivers will be:

• Department amalgamations

• Alignment of Ministerial portfolios

• How D.G. and Department KPIs drive (or inhibit) reform outcomes

• Implementing WA Labor’s Supporting Communities policy

• Service Priority Review

• Financial Audit … & austerity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These were the key drivers of machinery of government reforms we discussed in 2017…We identified the Service Priority Review as the key mechanism to plan and scope the reforms and drive their implementation – so we put a lot of work into our consultations and submission to the process.We were impressed by our dialog and engagement with Ian Rennie and his team, including Michelle Andrews (our current acting DG for Communities) ..



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Service Priority Review report and recommendations set out a great blueprint for achieving the key goals of the whole of government reform commitments … … It is concerning – given the amount that it talked about partnership and collaboration as key components of reform implementation – that we in the community sector have no engagement and little visibility of any implementation activities. (we are not even informed … let alone partners in reform)





Reports from Frontline Services …

• Funding squeeze – less services, losing skilled staff

• Uncertain about the future …

• New roles & structures – Who to talk to?

• No place-based co-design of services

• Tendering approach is patchy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Machinery of Government reform stocktake	This is the feedback from consultations with frontline servicesThe experience in many front-line services is one where resources have been reduced, while demand and expectations have increased. Some established and respected services have been swept away, leaving gaps and uncertainty. Many of the new services are less supporting and more perfunctory. Staff seem unhappy, harassed and exhausted, with many of them not knowing when they will be working day to day, or if whether they’ll take home enough to get their family through the next week…“We feel ourselves in a bit of a bind. Having championed partnership and reform, we find the actual on-the-ground outcomes are disappointing and contradictory. There is an increasing gap between the rhetoric of partnership, place-based, co-design and collective impact – and the way the public sector operates on the ground. Outcomes are patchy – there are pockets of collaboration … but they are the exception to the rule. The managers we used to get in touch with have moved on, been reassigned or simply left – it’s not clear who to talk to when things are going wrong, and all the old consultative mechanisms and committees have shut down without being replaced. 



Whatever happened to Partnership…?

• Supporting Communities Forum review

• Regional Managers Forums  

• DCSP compliance audit

• The Premier’s “Our Priorities” targets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever happened to Partnership?Its not yet there in the operation of the Regional Managers Forums at a place-based level … there are some examples where there is some good local engagement, but its still the exception to the rule (Sarah), not the defaultThe Supporting Communities Forum has been slow to start and we have yet to see the level of activity and engagement with the sector we saw in the heyday of the Partnership Forum. We are concerned that it has lacked the resources and autonomy to actively take on issues and to engage …Its agenda is mostly set by the Government – Premier and Cabinet set its initial priorities, membership and structure, and the activities and work-plans of its working groups are mostly set out for them. [more..]There seems to be a preference for briefings and information sessions as the default engagement with public agencies on reforms and initiative – rather than meaningful dialog and shared problem solving. (except for the engagement with Robyn Kruk on the sustainable health review)It {SCF}  is also not a substitute for program or portfolio engagement and advisory committees …Many of the previous consultation and feedback mechanisms have been suspended or shut down … without being replaced by an alternative. This means when something is going wrong with a service tender or an ongoing program – service providers lack a clear pathway to try to sort things out quickly and simply. The only option them is to make a bigger fuss further up the food chain – take it to us and the Peaks, try to take it up with the DG … or go to the Minister, the Premier …or the media.





Delivering Community Services in Partnership...?

Audit of compliance and implementation barriers: 

• Sustainable funding & fair contracting

• Co-design & place-based

• Targeted procurement

• Collaborative decision-making

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re currently developing an issues paper on DCSP implementation and compliance – because this was the number one issue that came up in all our regional, sectoral and metro service consultations last year…Many services tell us they are still on contracts that pre-date the implementation of the DCSP and have been rolled over multiple times, with both funding and service levels held in place, and no opportunity given to renegotiate.The loss of meaningful indexation in the face of significantly rising wages bill under their ERO obligations means services simply cannot keep up – particularly in regional areas, after hours and outreach services…Two independent studies over the last 3 years have shown this. We know Communities also commissioned a study of homeless services in 2018 that we expect has shown similar results, but it hasn’t been released…[wage theft quote from DCSP paper]…The DCSP policy and the WA Labor Supporting Communities Election platform include clear commitments to co-design, place-based service design and integration, as well as targeted and collaborative approaches to procurement …spelling out when we’d expect to see them used. WE ARE NOT SEEING THEMWACOSS recommends Department of Finance undertake an audit of the DCSP compliance of human services contracts awarded since 2012, with a view to identifying implementation barriers and compliance mechanismsAny future contracts must be DCSP compliant and either include indexation at ERO award rates or renegotiated outputs and service levelsA procurement practice review is needed to understand capability gaps in tendering and contract management to support a shift to outcome-based contracting and collaborative service design.WA Auditor General should consider an inquiry into the efficiency and effectiveness of human service commissioning in WA



The Premier’s ‘Our Priorities’ targets

• Lack of consultation

• Poor targeting & focus on quick wins

• Risk of perverse outcomes

e.g. Early Developmental Vulnerability …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community sector welcomed the Premier’s Our Priorities – because they highlighted key areas – like early childhood development, Aboriginal disadvantage and justice as priorities … 	 A Bright Future We were not involved in any consultations about choosing or setting targets. We are concerned that, unchecked, current targets might lead to some unintended and perverse outcomes. The Bright Future target is to increase by 10% the number of children on track on all five AEDC domains.In the past we’ve focused on children with higher levels of vulnerability on two or more domains as those most needing additional support.Focusing on those only marginally vulnerable on only one domain may prioritise our resources to the children who least need our help … 
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Presentation Notes
We have a lot of knowledge and expertise in early childhood developmental vulnerability in WA.We should be using our string research base to drive policy.Here’s a quick reminder – some slides from Prof Steve Zubrick at TKI from the CCYP forum on vulnerability.This shows the amount of variation and churn through ‘normal’ childhood development (as measured by AEDC)



Churn in Developmental vulnerability (AEDC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids can fall behind and catch up at different periods of their development …Targeting a single vulnerable group at any one point is risky because you will miss the needs of those who will become vulnerable later on …



Churn in Developmental vulnerability (AEDC)



Developmentally vulnerable cohorts (AEDC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the vulnerable cohorts that emerge from analysis of the data …By setting a target to increase by 10% the number of children on track on all five AEDC domains we are targeting the developmentally enabled group (the top 46%)



Developmentally vulnerable cohorts (AEDC)

Presenter
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They are the only group who are marginally vulnerable on only one risk factor …



Developmentally vulnerable cohorts (AEDC)
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And they don’t experience any significant developmental delay…



Developmentally vulnerable cohorts (AEDC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this analysis tells us is that we need a well thought out mix of policies and programs to ensure that every child gets the support they need to develop their potential.This means a combination of universal programs and targeted ones that outreach to specific vulnerable cohorts…This is why the concept of proportionate universality is so important…Setting the target to By setting a target to increase by 10% the number of children on track on all five AEDC domains will lead to a focus on those universal programs best accessed by parents and children who are already developmentally enabled – increasing the inequality in both support and outcomes for those most at risk.



Take home messages…

• Raise the Rate & “a living wage”

• Biggest gender equity gap is welfare

• Health of WA sector & loss of service quality

• Bring back partnership

• Get our targets right …

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Handouts..



Handouts..



Emerging Issues Panel
Sharon Kenney, Sarah Turner 

& Carolyn Smith

#WACOSSEI2019
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